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andres@bonsai-sec:~$ whoami
 Web Application Security enthusiast

 Developer (python!)

 Open Source Evangelist

 With some knowledge in networking, IPS design and evasion

 w3af project leader

 Founder of Bonsai Information Security
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Raise your hands!

 Who codes in Python?

 Who heard about w3af?

 Who used w3af?

 Who tried to read w3af's code?
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w3af
 w3af stands for Web Application Attack and Audit Framework

 An Open Source project (GPLv2)

 A set of scripts that evolved into a serious project

 A vulnerability scanner

 An exploitation tool
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Main features
 Identifies almost all web application vulnerabilities using more 

than 130 plugins.

 Cross platform (written in python).

 GTK and Console user interface

 Really easy to extend

 Uses Tactical exploitation techniques to discover new URLs and 
vulnerabilities

 Exploits [blind] SQL injections, OS commanding, remote file 
inclusions, local file inclusions, XSS, unsafe file uploads and 
more!
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Main features
 Synergy among plugins

 WML Support (WAP)

 Broken HTML support

 A smarter fuzzer

 Manual and automated analysis web applications

 MITM proxy

 Manual request  editor

 Fuzzy request generator

 Least, but not less important: an active community
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Compressed w3af history
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Architecture

 w3af is divided in two main parts, the core and the 
plugins.

 The core coordinates the process and provides features
that plugins consume.

 Plugins find the vulnerabilities, and exploit them.

 Plugins share information with each other using a 
knowledge base.

 Design patterns and objects everywhere !
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Architecture

 8 different types of plugins exist:

 discovery

 audit

 grep

 attack

 output

 mangle

 evasion

 bruteforce
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Plugins | Discovery

 They find new URLs , forms, etc. and create a complete 
sitemap. The findings are saved in the core as fuzzable 
requests. Examples of discovery plugins are:

 webSpider

 urlFuzzer

 googleSpider

 pykto
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Plugins | Discovery

 They are run in a loop, the output of one discovery plugin 
is sent as input to the next plugin. This process continues 
until all plugins fail to find a new resource.

 This feature increases the

code coverage of each scan,

allowing the audit plugins to

find more vulnerabilities.
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Plugins | Discovery

 Other discovery plugins try to fingerprint remote httpd, 
verify if the remote site has an HTTP load balancer 
installed, etc.

 halberd

 hmap

 afd

 fingerprint_WAF

 I need some refactoring…

 Crawlers

 Infrastructure
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Discovery plugins demo
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Plugins | Bruteforce

 These plugins bruteforce authentications found by 
discovery plugins in the process of creating a sitemap. 
There are two different plugins:

 formAuthBrute

 basicAuthBrute

 Working on Digest Authentication
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Plugins | Bruteforce

 If valid credentials are found during the bruteforcing 
process, they are then used during the rest of the web 
application scanning.

 There are some problems with this, because the web 
spider will (by default) follow all the links, including the 
Logout one. This means that we’ll get logged out after 
logging in !

 Solution: The webSpider plugin has a way of controlling 
which links are followed:

 Ignore regex
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Tactical Exploitation 

w3af has the following features related to tactical 
exploitation:

 Search virtual hosts in MSN search

 Search email addresses in Google, MSN search and the 
MIT Public Key Server.

 Password profiling

 Searches archive.org for old versions of the web 
application, which may now be hidden (not linked).

 Searches Google, MSN search and Yahoo!.
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Discovery and Bruteforce use case
 The following plugins are enabled:

 discovery.fingerGoogle

 discovery.webSpider

 grep.passwordProfiling

 bruteforce.formBruteAuth

 The fingerGoogle plugin searches Google in order to find email 
addresses like foo@target.tld. 

 When the target is crawled using webSpider, the passwordProfiling
plugin identifies the most common words in the website.

 The bruteforce plugin will use the previously gathered information in 
the bruteforce process:

 Usernames: from Google, and default dictionary.

 Passwords: site (www.domain.com ; domain.com ; domain), most 
common words from password profiling plugin, default 
dictionary.
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Tactical 
Exploitation
Demo
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Plugins | Audit
 They take the output of discovery plugins and find vulnerabilities like:

 [blind] SQL injection

 XSS

 Buffer overflows 

 Response splitting.

 Vulnerabilities are identified using different methods, that vary on 
the type of vulnerability being identified, but when possible, all 
methods are used:

 Error based

 Time delay

 Creating a new remote file

 Different responses (AND 1=1 , AND 1=2)
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Plugins | Audit
 The framework also has a generic audit plugin that will send two 

different strings to each parameter:

 A syntax breaker: d'kc"z'gj'"**5*(((;-*`)

 And a simple empty string

 Working without an error database is a feature that allows the 
generic audit plugin to identify vulnerabilities that couldn’t be 
identified by any other plugins.

 This is how it works:

 Send the original request, save response

 Send a modified request with one parameter modified and set to 
the limit. For example: if the original parameter value was 1, set 
it to randint(length=8), save the response.

 Send a request with the test strings and compare all responses.
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Plugins | Audit
 As vulnerabilities are found, they are saved as vuln objects in the 

knowledge base.

 These vuln objects are then used as the input for attack plugins, that 
will exploit the vulnerabilities.
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Plugins | Grep
 These plugins grep every HTTP request and response to try to find 

interesting information. Examples of grep plugins are: 

 blankBody

 passwordProfiling

 privateIP

 directoryIndexing

 getMails

 error500
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Plugins | Attack

 These plugins read the vuln objects from the KB and try 
to exploit them. Examples of attack plugins are:

 sql_webshell

 davShell

 sqlmap

 xssBeef

 remote file include shell

 OS Commanding  shell
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Discover, audit
and attack!
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Advanced Exploitation | w3afAgent

 A reverse “VPN” that allows you to continue intruding into 
the target network.

 How does it work?

 w3af sends the w3afAgent client to the target host 
using a transfer handler (wget, tftp, echo). To perform 
this task, w3af needs to have remote command 
execution.

 The client connects back to w3af, where the 
w3afAgent server runs a SOCKS daemon.
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Advanced Exploitation | w3afAgent

 How does it work? (contd.):

 Now the user can use any program that supports a 
SOCKS proxy to route connections through the 
compromised target server.

 All the traffic is forwarded to the w3afAgent Client, 
where a new TCP connection is created.
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Advanced Exploitation | w3afAgent

Web Application
w3afAgent Client

w3af

w3afAgent
Client

Reverse connectionw3afAgent
Server

w3afAgent
ClientData forwarded 

using reverse 
connection

w3afAgent
Server

SSH Client using 
SOCKS proxy

SSH server in 
DMZ
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w3afAgent
demo
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Advanced Exploitation | Virtual Daemon
 Ever dreamed about using metasploit payloads to exploit web 

applications ? NOW you can do it !

 How it works:

 I coded a metasploit plugin, that connects to a virtual daemon 
and sends the payload.

 The virtual daemon is runned by a w3af attack plugin, it receives 
the payload and creates a tiny ELF / PE executable

 The attack plugin knows how to exec remote commands, and the 
virtual daemon knows how to upload the ELF/PE using “echo” or 
some other inband method.
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Advanced Exploitation | Virtual Daemon
 How it works (cont.):

 A new scheduled task is created to run the payload, and the 
metasploit plugin is ordered to wait

 The payload is run on the remote server.

 Normal communication between metasploit and the exploited 
service follows.
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Advanced Exploitation | Virtual Daemon

w3af - Virtual 
daemon

payload

w3af – Attack 
plugin

exec()

ELF / PE
Reverse Shell

Metasploit 
Framework

Web 
Application
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Virtual daemon
demo
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Plugins | Others

 Output: They write messages to the console, html or text 
file.

 Mangle: modify requests and responses based on regular 
expressions.

 Evasion: modify the requests to try evade WAF detection.

 Bruteforce: They bruteforce logins (form and basic 
authentication)
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from  __future__ import *

 Live scan:

 User browses the website through w3af

 w3af parses the requests, and sends them to audit 
plugins in order to find vulnerabilities.

 The user can view findings in real time, while browsing 
the target website.

 Better management reporting

 Enhance the MITM Proxy.

 Releasing 1.0 in a few days.
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How to Contribute?

 Project website

http://w3af.sf.net/

 Two different mailing lists, users and develop.

 IRC channel , #w3af at Freenode.

 Project leader contact:

andres.riancho@gmail.com
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¿Questions?
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After the break

 A comparison between Web Application Security 
Fuzzers:

 w3af

 Acunetix

 AppScan

 N-Stalker

 Manual analysis features of w3af

 Writing a plugin from scratch, live!
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http://w3af.sf.net/


